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Dramatic crackled glass globes
surround Coco’s timeless silhouette
with unexpected, distressed detailing.
Minimal framing suspended from
decorative stem-to-chain uprights.
H: 20" x W: 32" x D: 32"

Rene radiates light through multiple
layers of beautiful, pressed glass
disks. Rene’s signature touch
highlights a Distressed Brass finish,
evoking transitional and glam
influences.
H: 10" x W: 62" x D: 62"

Inspired by the organic elegance of
blooming water lilies, Lillia’s large
shade is formed from gently curved
glass panels. Subtle handcrafted
texture creates natural variations in
illumination.
H: 17" x W: 36" x D: 36"

Artfully combining unexpected
materials, Oberon’s ribbed stems and
articulating arms create a tailored,
transitional silhouette. Delicate swirls
detail spherical shades in
multicolored glass.
H: 11" x W: 37" x D: 37"

Raffi’s coastal bohemian vibe is
balanced by its distinctively modern
shape. A unique LED design offers
abundant light, while a slim frame
hand-wrapped in natural reeds
provides unexpected texture. 
H: 39" x W: 48" x D: 48"

Stitch strikes a pose with an
innovative design, offering bountiful
illumination from articulating LED
panels. This dynamic linear
chandelier is a modern sculptural
statement.
H: 12" x W: 42" x D: 8"

Inspired by the vintage flasks of a
chemistry classroom, Alchemy is a
unique statement piece. Its tapered
globes instantly stand out, giving a
variety of spaces a sophisticated
edge.
H: 16" x W: 24" x D: 24"

Beautifully retro, Emme showcases a
midcentury-inspired elliptical design.
Etched opal glass surrounded by a
robust, oversized frame creates a
vintage feel and soft, warm
illumination. 
H: 15" x W: 6" x D: 3"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Since 1922, Hinkley has been proud to be a fourth-generation, family-owned company and a leading designer of decorative lighting and ceiling
fans. Headquartered in Avon Lake, Ohio, Hinkley has led our industry with innovation for more than 102 years. 

Driven by our passion for creating exceptionally inspiring designs, Hinkley’s team of lighting and engineering experts fashion every fixture with
impeccable attention to detail and artisan craftsmanship – complemented by the highest caliber of customer service in the industry. 

Our brands include:

HINKLEY: chic lighting and ceiling fans for every space and style
FREDRICK RAMOND: luxury lighting crafted with exceptional aesthetics
LARK: fashionable yet affordable fixtures to brighten any room

Delivering versatile aesthetic sophistication, our distinctive styles blend elegant design with superior functionality to enhance our customers’
interior and outdoor spaces.
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